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Abstract

We show that a manager who has to pick a variety at a store without being
able to choose the price of products on horizontally differentiated market with
positive fixed costs of offering each product will always under-provide variety.
Using information on sales and availability of vodka products at local Russian
store chain we estimate how total sales in a store depend upon the number
of products available in vodka category. Then using the retail and wholesale
prices information along with an assumption that the observed variety was
maximizing manager’s profit net of fixed costs we estimate distribution of fixed
cost of offering vodka variety and calculate the socially optimal level of variety.
The average variety has decreased over the period of 6 years. At the same time
demand for vodka has shrunk. we find that the unobserved part of fixed cost
did not significantly increase over time thus the sole reason for lower variety is
low demand. My estimates are that manager under-supplies variety by a factor
of over 10, but the social welfare lost due to it is moderate 35% of maximal
attainable one.

1 Introduction
It is known that on a single-good market monopolist tends to under-supply

quantity or quality of a given good which makes free market socially preferable to
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monopoly. However, if we consider a market with fixed costs of offering each prod-
uct, free entry may be over-providing variety. E.g. Spence (1976) showed that for
the homogeneous good market the free entry entails over-provision of variety, Dixit
and Stiglitz (1977) showed that on differentiated goods market under some specifi-
cation of demand it is possible to have insufficient variety. Mankiw and Whinston
(1986) showed that under any assumption on post-entry competition free entry into
homogeneous goods market results in over-supply of variety.

Variety choice by a monopolist is different from the oligopolistic one. Most of
the literature is aimed at oligopolistic models of firm entry to explain what drives
the variety outcomes. These studies have developed some insights that are relevant
also for the monopolistic variety setting. Mankiw and Whinston (1986) pointed that
there are 2 main forces that drive variety aside from the social optimum: business
stealing and variety effects. The business stealing is an equilibrium effect representing
itself in one firm "stealing" business from others so that each firm’s output falls as
the number of competitors increase. That creates a wedge between the private and
the social benefit of entry pushing the total number of firms up from the sociall
optimum. This mechanism dominates in Spence (1976) and Mankiw and Whinston
(1986). Another mechanism that works in the opposite direction is a so called variety
effect that represents in a firm not capturing the whole consumer’s benefit from an
improved variety that an additional firm brings to the market. If the average cost of
production falls with output that creates a wedge between the social and the private
value of an entry in the opposite direction and pushes the variety down from the
social optimum. This effect dominated in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977).

A monopolist that is in control of the prices and variety is able to internalize the
business stealing effect thus, business stealing does not push the resulting number
of products up from social optimum. But since monopolist controls prices, he can
extract consumers’ profit from additional variety by increasing prices and it is am-
biguous if monopolist’s private gain from additional variety is greater or smaller that
the social one. In this paper, the agent who chooses variety is a store’s manager who
cannot control prices, which deprives him of extracting surplus through increasing
prices. In this case, we show that manager’s private gain from additional variety
is always smaller than the social one and the resulting variety is under social opti-
mum given my parametrization of demand. It does not have to be under any other
parametrization.

Empirical literature studied the variety and the welfare loss under presumably
free entry markets Berry and Waldfogel (1996), Berry, Eizenberg, and Waldfogel
(2015), and oligopoly Fan and Yang (2014). This paper contributes to this literature
by considering variety choice made by monopolist. We are bringing in a data set
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that has more information about wholesale and retail prices of products than was
available to the previous authors. By observing retail prices and wholesale costs, we
are able to treat the profit of manager as data, which eliminated the variable profit
function estimation step.

My model of this market is simple: each week each store’s manager has to decide
how many SKUs1 of vodka to offer at his store that week. The manager’s profit
equals total revenue from sales less wholesale and fixed costs. All SKUs are sym-
metric from consumers’ and manager’s point of view so, the total sales and the total
fixed and wholesale costs depend only on the number of SKUs offered. Consumers
have horizontal quality sock embedded in their utility function representing the love
for variety that makes total sales depend upon the number of SKUs offered. The
available data on sales and the number varieties offered at each week and store al-
lows me to fit demand model. Combining this estimate with the observed wholesale
and retail prices allows me to obtain the variable profit function of the number of
SKUs offered. Following Berry and Waldfogel (1996) we assume that each SKU that
manager offers comes at the same fixed cost that is drawn from the distribution
specific to each week and store. Assuming that the observed variety at each store
and week maximizes the manager’s variable profit less total fixed cost, we identify
the underlying cost distribution. We do not infer the variable cost from equilibrium
assumptions on manager’s pricing, which is an advantage of having wholesale price
information.

We then ask the following questions. Did the unobserved part of the fixed costs
increase over time? What would be the socially optimal number of SKUs offered?
How much of the social welfare is lost due to manager providing suboptimal variety?

The data set used for this paper is provided by local Russian supermarket chain.
It includes sales volumes, retail and wholesale prices and stocks of each vodka SKU
at each store and week. The data spans 6 years from 1st January 2009 to 31st
December 2014. The data used in this paper favorably compares to the data used
in previous papers as it allows observing variable profits of manager directly which
eliminates need to back it out indirectly from other sources2.

We observe a significant decrease of variety offered in stores over that period of
time and at the same time we observe the decrease of sales in vodka segment. By
estimating demand and the distribution of cost we are able to tell if the unobserved
part of cost increase over time. We do not find any significant increase of the unob-

1SKU is stock keeping unit. Each SKU corresponds to separate product that is presented at
store shelves. An example of SKU would be Absolute Vanilla vodka 0.5L or Absolute Lemon vodka
0.75L

2Like pricing game first order conditions used in Fan and Yang (2014)
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served cost over time and conclude that the only reason managers are offering less
variety toward the end of the period is low demand for it. Using the estimates of
demand and fixed cost of keeping variety we are able to calculate the socially optimal
level of variety each week at each store and compare the maximal attainable welfare
to the observed one. We find that given my specification of demand and cost of
keeping variety managers under-supply variety by factor of over 10, but the welfare
cost of it is moderate 35% of maximal attainable welfare.

A novelty of the paper is studying monopolistic variety setting instead of free
entry or oligopolistic competition that current literature is investigating. Unlike
those models under monopolistic variety setting and my parametrization of demand
monopolist unambiguously under-supplies variety.

We think that the big caveat of this paper is its inflexible demand without any
vertical component and the infinite support horizontal demand shock that drives
welfare of new products up logarithmically as the choice set increases. The estimates
of fixed costs are rationalizing the observed variety assuming monopolist is fully
internalizes the cannibalization of profit of all products. The resulting estimates of
fixed costs are naturally small.

The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 introduced some institutional
details about the vodka market in Russia and describes the data set. Section 3
presents the model of static variety choice by manager given a demand function and
the fixed cost. Section 4 specifies the demand and cost functions and explains how
we identify the demand function and cost distribution. Section 5 presents estimates
of the econometric model. Section 6 computes the estimates of optimal welfare and
compares the current level of welfare to the optimal one. Section 7 concludes.

2 Description of an environment and data
In this section we describe the institutional details behind the market we are

modeling.
The vodka market in Russia is highly regulated. The drink is popular among

Russian population due to its comparatively low price. In 2010 the Russian govern-
ment introduced the lower bound on the price of vodka that applies per-volume.3 It
has been increasing that bound 6 times since then. It is also prohibited to sell alcohol
after 10 PM. Advertising vodka is prohibited on the TV. It can only be advertised in
magazines and via in-store promotions. The product itself features very low produc-

3The lower bound on price of 0.5L bottle is twice as high as the bound for 0.25L bottle and
twice as low than the bound for 1L bottle.
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tion cost, but the purity of alcohol is crucial. The government imposes high taxes
and licensing on the producers. The increased taxes and increasing price floor have
given rise to black market alcohol of low quality containing methyl alcohol.

The data we have access to comes from local Russian supermarket chain that
operates 51 store in a Russian region populated with 2 mln people, 50 % of which
reside in the largest city of that region. Data is a combination of receipt level purchase
data, daily amount of stock of each SKU at each store along with retail and wholesale
price at which chain purchased that SKU from producer or wholesaler. Data spans
6 years from 1st January 2009 to 31st December 2014. To smooth within-week
consumption pattern we will use one week as a time frame.

Each store has a manager whose job is to keep stock of that store. He has to
review the current stock and place orders to resupply the stock. He does not set prices
for the products. Instead he takes the prices from chain management as given. The
retail and wholesale prices are negotiated between chain and producers/wholesalers.
The price of a single SKU almost never differs between different stores of the chain.
When it does, it is due to promo actions that are happening in subset of the stores.
Among 796727 SKU/week/store observations only about 1% have prices that differ
from the median price for a given SKU at a given week at different stores.

All stores fall into one of 5 categories: Discount (5 stores), small (37 stores),
medium (4 stores), large (4 stores) and hyper (1 store). The stores of different types
differ in sizes and variety offered both in vodka and other products segments. Larger
stores tend to offer more expensive products. There is only 1 hyper store, which is
located at the shopping mall owned by the chain. Most stores are small ones located
in the middle of large residential areas – the parts of the city tightly build with
high blocks of flats. Residents of those areas would use such a store closely located
to their home to do daily shopping mostly for the food and other everyday needs.
This dictates the format of mostly food and drinks with some household chemicals
and hygiene needs which would be close to a format of Trader Joe’s, but located in
densely populated areas. Every store sells vodka, a product we are modeling. Large
and medium stores are located only in the largest city and are spread over the city.
They offer a better variety of foods and much more variety of non-food products,
assortment there would be close to a typical assortment of Wegman’s store chain.

We observe each receipt that has been issued by the chain (∼ 140 million receipts
over 6 years). We have used that data in two ways: first we have aggregated all
vodka sales by store and week to calculate total number of bottles sold in each store
each week. Second we use it to estimate the market size for vodka by assuming that
there is exogenous and fixed probability that consumer who enters a store considers
buying vodka. We assume it is 10%. In figure 1 we are examining how the ratio
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Figure 1: Average ratio of the number of bottles sold to number of receipts issued
by store type

of total number of bottles sold to the number of receipts issued by a store depends
upon time and store type. One can see that for a given format this ratio falls over
time. We would like to keep inside market share in double digits most of the time.
We want to do it because the logit assumption restricts the elasticity of substitution
with any product within the same nest to be proportional to its market share. If we
let the outside market share to be too high, we would understate the market share
cannibalization by additional products. Thus the estimated potential gain from new
product would be higher which would eventually overstate the estimate of cost of
keeping products in stock. For this reason we are setting market size to 1/10 of total
number of receipts in a given week. Defined this way inside market share is greater
than 100 % for only 0.3% of the time. The corresponding observations were dropped.

Along with sales data we also observe stocks of each product sold in every store
every day. We use it to back out how many varieties of vodka have been sold each
week at each store. We assume that if manager had a positive supply of a variety,
it was available to consumers. We were also able to back out the size of each SKU’s
resupply order at each store from the difference in stocks and sales of each SKU in
adjacent weeks. We found out that the minimal resupply order of any SKU is 12
bottles. That means that managers put orders in multiples of 12 bottles for each
SKU they have, which makes a bottle case.
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Figure 2: Average variety offered at store by store type

Space and format restrictions affect variety offered. We plot4 average variety by
store type over time in figure 2. We can clearly see that the discount stores are
consistently offering lower variety than other stores, but it was not decreasing over
time. The variety in other formats have decreased substantially over time. The
decrease was more substantial over the last half of the period and the bigger stores
have lowered variety more than the small ones. That may be attributed to the
increase of the price floor that was aimed at wiping out from the market the cheap
vodka varieties of presumably low quality. That regulations may have increased the
cost of offering vodka. However, we are not finding an empirical evidence of that.

We plot the average sales volume (number of bottles sold per store) by store
format in figure 3. It is easy to see that the sales of vodka have been decreasing.

The advantage of the data used in this paper is observing the retail and the
wholesale prices of each variety that was sold at each store. That information allows
me to treat the manager’s profit as data. Due to the symmetry assumption we
have to assume that each variety has the same retail and wholesale price, which
we calculate for each store and week combination by dividing the total revenue and
the total wholesale cost correspondingly by the number of bottles sold. This is a
very a strong assumption and in future papers we are going to get rid of it and use

4We exclude weeks that are winter holidays in Russia (last and first week if every year due to
spike in demand for vodka because most people don’t work)
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Figure 3: Average sales volume per store by store type

the differentiated demand and cost models. We deflate prices to the level of 2009
according to the consumer price index information from Russian Statistical Agency
RosStat. Based on the price and sales information we calculate each store’s profit of
selling all vodka varieties and draw a plot in figure 4. This profit has been shrinking
over time.

3 Model of variety choice by manager
In this section we are describing the manager’s variety setting problem assuming

the demand only depends on the number of products offered. We derive the optimal
from the manager’s point of view number of varieties given the demand function
and the fixed cost of keeping each variety on shelves. We are assuming that all the
varieties of vodka that are sold in a given week are the same from both consumers’
and manager’s points of view, but customers have embedded love for variety in their
utility function that makes the total sales depend on the number of varieties offered.
We will describe the demand model that produces the demand function in later
section.

Each manager keeps stock of a product at one store taking the wholesale and
retail prices as given. The decision on the variety is static and manager does not
take into account any inter-temporal effects. He observes the total stock of vodka at
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Figure 4: Average operational discounted profit per store by store type. For the
reference: in 2009 one dollar was worth around 25 rubles.

his store at the beginning of the week. The total stock at the beginning of the week
is affecting the fixed cost of keeping each SKU on the shelves because the higher the
stock the less available space there is to fit another SKU given that minimal order a
manager can place of any SKU is 12 bottles. The main restriction is that manager
does not take into account today’s variety decision effect on next week’s stock. This
can be partially justified by assuming that most of the stock is sold out withing a
week and the decision to order additional variety this week does not necessarily affect
the beginning of the next week’s stock.

In figure 5 we plot the ratio of the beginning of the week stock to weekly sales
volume for the SKU/Week/Store combination where sales of a particular SKU during
a week at a store were at least 24 bottles. One can see that most of the time the
ratio is below 2, however, it has a heavy tail. The mean of the ratio is 2.0, but if
we restrict the sample to only popular SKUs that were selling at least 100 bottles
per week, the average ratio of stock to sales would drop to 1.60, which means the
popular vodka varieties have lower stock to sales ratio. Given that most of the stocks
would sale out in 2 weeks and that the higher volume the lower the stock to sales
ratio is, we assume that decision to choose variety for the week is taken separately
and independently from the decision on the number of bottles in stock that manager
needs to order from warehouse. For this reason we will treat the total stock at the
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Figure 5: The ratio of the beginning of the week stock to weekly sales for those SKU
observations for which at least 24 bottles were sold in a week at a particular store.
The average ratio is 2.0

beginning of the week as exogenous variable that affects the cost of storage.
Let the inside market share function – the probability that any given customer

that considers buying vodka makes a purchase as a function of the number of SKUs
offered N be Sinst (N). We will specify that function later. Assuming that each variety
has the same market share the demand for each variety j given N at store s and
week t is

dj,s,t(N) =
Dst(N)

N
=
Mst

N
Sinst (N) (1)

Where Dst(N) is total number of bottles demanded, Mst is market size and Sinst
is inside good market share.

Each variety that manager offers at his store comes at the same flat fixed cost
cst of being offered. That cost is cost of running resupply truck, alternative cost of
storage, cost of manager’s time to keep track of inventory etc. That cost depends only
on whether variety is being offered or not. In particular it does not depend on sales
or stock of that variety. The cost can depend upon aggregate stock however. As we
mentioned earlier, we treat the decision on variety as separate and independent from
the decision on the stock of vodka. Letting the cost of keeping each SKU on shelves
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depend on the total stock at the beginning of the week proxies for the alternative
cost of storage. Treating the total stock as exogenous is justified with fast stock
turnover of 2 weeks on average and 1.6 weeks for the popular varieties. However,
to some extent the total stock is correlated with total sales because when manager
expects high sales volume he orders more stock to meet the demand.

Manager takes wholesale wts and retail pst prices of varieties as given. These
prices are set by the chain manager. Due to symmetry assumption these prices are
the same around all varieties. Thus, manager’s profit at week t is

πst(N) = Dst(N) · (pst − wst)−N · cst (2)

If we treat N as continuous variable ignoring integer constraints as did Mankiw
and Whinston (1986) we can write first order condition with respect to it. Mankiw
and Whinston (1986) showed that optimal number with integer constraints imposed
will not differ from the one without integer constraints imposed by more than 1.
Then manager’s first order condition for profit maximization is

Mst
∂Sinst
∂N

(pst − wst) = cst (3)

We assume that inside market share function is increasing and concave.
Following Berry andWaldfogel (1996) we assume that even social planner couldn’t

change the pricing strategy of chain, but is free to choose the variety conditional on
it, social planner’s problem would be

max
N

πst(N) + CS(N) (4)

Where CS is consumers’ surplus of having variety N . As long as the consumer
surplus is a weakly increasing function of the variety, we immediately get that social
planner will choose weakly higher variety than monopolist.

Next section presents econometric specification of the demand and supply.

4 Econometric specification
In this section we specify demand and cost distribution function.
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4.1 Demand specification

Here we specify indirect utility of consuming a representative bottle and use
symmetry assumption to derive inside market share function that goes into variety
choice problem 1 and manager’s first order condition 3. Everything else in that
equation is data except for the fixed cost that is to be backed out.

Let conditional indirect utility of consuming any variety j of vodka sold at store
s at week t be

ujst = δjst + νst · σ + εjst · (1− σ) (5)

Where δjst is an average utility of consuming that variety, νst is an iid over time
and store shock to utility of drinking vodka5. εjst is product-specific shock to utility
a.k.a. logit Gumbel-distributed demand shock. νst ·σ+ εjst · (1−σ) also has Gumbel
distribution and different varieties in a single store and given week have correlation of
the utility of consuming them equal to σ. Symmetry assumption implies δjst = δst ∀j.
So, the utility specification is a simple nested logit with 2 nests: all the inside goods
bundled into one nest and outside good being another.

Given substantial heterogeneity of variety, sales and profit between store types
and over time, it is essential to allow demand reflect that heterogeneity. We param-
eterize average utility of vodka variety as

δst = δs + δt + α · p̄+ εst (6)

Where δs is dummy for store, δt is dummy for week number (first week excluded),
p̄ is an average price of all vodka SKUs in that store that week obtained as the ratio
of total revenue in vodka segment to the number of bottles sold. Store dummies
differentiate the stores from each other allowing for different average utility from
drinking vodka at different locations. It allows for finer differentiation than just store
class dummy which may be important to adsorb variation in each store’s location,
local drinking behavior, general condition of a store etc. δt captures average between
all stores temporal variation in demand e.g. holidays, advertising, general decline in
demand for vodka etc. From total sales figure 3 and inside market share of vodka
figure 1 we can conclude there is a downward sloping trend for all types of stores,
which will be reflected in the temporal dummies. εst is a shock to average utility of
consuming vodka.

5We are using inside/outside nest structure and νst here is inside good nest specific shock
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Given that parametrization each variety’s market share will be

sjst =
exp(δjst/(1− σ))∑
k exp(δkst/(1− σ))

· {
∑

k exp(δkst/(1− σ))}1−σ

1 + {
∑

k exp(δkst/(1− σ))}1−σ
(7)

Where the first ratio is market share of variety inside its nest and the second is
the market share of a nest. Imposing symmetry assumption

sjst =
1

N
· {N · exp(δst/(1− σ))}1−σ

1 + {N · exp(δst/(1− σ))}1−σ
(8)

Then the inside market share is

Sinst =
{N · exp(δst/(1− σ))}1−σ

1 + {N · exp(δst/(1− σ))}1−σ
(9)

Taking a logarithm of that and subtracting the logarithm of outside market share

log(Sin)− log(S0) = (1− σ) logN + (δs + δweek + α · p̄+ εst) (10)

We will estimate this equation using instrumental variables approach due to en-
dogeneity of number of varieties and price. We use 3 instruments for them: average
wholesale price, number of receipts issued that week in that store and total sum spent
in that store that week in all categories. These instruments are definitely excluded
from demand equation. To argue about their validity we want to notice that whole-
sale price is negotiated between chain and producers and is subject to contracting
that does not change as a result of weekly demand shock. We also assume that shock
to the utility from vodka is uncorrelated to shocks to other product categories and
people do not change their shopping habits due to higher or lower shock for vodka
utility. As we mentioned earlier, in most of these stores people would shop every
day for their daily needs and their decision to go there or shop by assumption is not
affected by their drinking behavior.

4.2 Cost distribution

The last part of empirical model is the distribution of fixed costs that we assume
to have point-identified model like in Berry and Waldfogel (1996). We assume that
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each variety that is sold at a store comes at a flat independent of stock of that
particular product fixed cost that is drawn from a normal distribution

cst ∼ N (δcs + δct + β · Stockst, λ) (11)

So, the mean of that distribution admits the same level of heterogeneity as the
demand model with the dummies for store and week. We also include the total stock
of all vodka varieties at the beginning of the week to account for the shadow cost of
storage. As we mentioned earlier we assume that the stocking decision of a manager
is unrelated to the variety choice. When a manager is deciding to order a new variety,
he cannot order just a few bottles, but he has to order at least 12 bottle case, which
could be difficult to store due to the already full storage. We also assume that each
product’s share of total stock is small and the turnover of the stock is high and treat
total stock at the beginning of the week as exogenous.

The identifying assumption is that the observed variety at each week and each
store is optimal from manager’s point. We are using manager’s profit function in 2
along with assumption that observed variety delivers greatest possible profit

π(Nst) ≥ π(Nst − 1) and π(Nst) ≥ π(Nst + 1) (12)

Where Nst is observed variety. Using profit function specification 2

(D(Nst)−D(Nst − 1)) · (p̄st − w̄st) ≥ cst (13)
(D(Nst + 1)−D(Nst)) · (p̄st − w̄st) ≥ cst

This puts bounds on possible fixed cost realization cst. Combining these bounds
with distributional assumptions 11 we get likelihood function of observed variety

L(θ) = Φ

(
πo(N)− πo(N − 1)− xβ

λ

)
− Φ

(
πo(N + 1)− πo(N)− xβ

λ

)
(14)

Where πo is variable profit πo(N) = D(N) · (p̄− w̄).

5 Estimates

5.1 Demand estimates

We are presenting the estimates of demand model 10 in table 1. Column 1
represents OLS estimate that do not account for endogeneity of price and number
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Table 1: Results of estimating demand model in equation 10. The dependent variable
is total inside market share, 1 − σ is an estimate of a coefficient on the number pf
products offered, α is an estimate of the coefficient on the average price. Dummy
variables for week and store are included but not reported. Number of observations
10523, total number of parameters 358. All errors are heteroscedasticity robust.

.

Variable OLS 2 IV 3 IV

1− σ 0.8799 0.3363 0.4483
(0.0784) (0.2094) (0.2025)

α
-0.0152 -0.0125 -0.0125
(0.0013) (0.0008) (0.0008)

of products. Columns 2 and 3 are using instruments to account for endogeneity.
Column uses 2 instruments: average wholesale price and number of receipts issued
by a store over a week, column 3 uses 3 instruments: average wholesale price, number
of receipts issued by a store during a week and the total revenue of store over all
categories, not only vodka. One can see that IV instruments differ from OLS with
IV reporting higher intranest correlation (smaller coefficient on number of products)
and smaller price sensitivity, which contradicts how usually OLS estimates are biased
because if manager reacts to shocks to demand by raising price, OLS should under-
estimate price sensitivity. Here however we are dealing with the average price, which
is determined both by the pricing of each variety and by the relative shares that each
variety has in total sales. It may be that the demand shocks are not evenly spread
across the products. Higher shocks may be hitting the cheap vodkas, so, when there
is high demand shock, the cheap vodkas are selling disproportionately more and the
average price goes down. This heterogeneity is outside of the scope of this paper
however.

The difference between the two IV estimates is small . There is no difference in
price coefficient and the difference in intranest correlation is approximately half of its
standard deviation. We will use estimates of over-identified model for cost estimates
and welfare calculations.

We do not report estimates of dummy variables on week and store in the table.
Instead we plot estimates of temporal dummies of OLS and over-parameterized IV3
in figure 6. These estimates are pretty close during first 4 years of data until approx-
imately week 340, where OLS estimate goes consistently above IV. One can clearly
observe the fall of sales volume toward the end of period in figure 3, but IV explains
that decrease with average fall of utility of vodka whereas OLS puts more weight on
price increase over time due to higher estimated price elasticity.
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Figure 6: δt graphs for two estimates of coefficients. First week is excluded variable.

5.2 Cost distribution estimates

We present the estimates of the cost parameters in table 2. These are estimates
of per-variety fixed cost of offering a variety that rationalizes the observed variety.
1000 additional bottles of vodka in stock adds around 10 rubles or 40 cents to cost of
offering each variety or approximately one standard deviation of cost, which is esti-
mated to be 9.31. We want to compare that to the predicted mean of the distribution
at each week and store combination. We draw the distribution of predicted mean
specified in 11 (fitted value of δcs+δct +β ·Stockst) in figure 7. We draw temporal part
(δt) of estimated cost specified in 11 in figure 8. One can see there is no significant
increase in cost of storage over time. The mean of δt is 5.97 rubles over the first half
of the period and 10.13 rubles over the last half. So, the difference is 4.16 rubles.
At the same time the standard deviation of δt over all period is 6.80 rubles, which is
1.65 times higher. It means that the observed decrease in variety which had halved
over 6 years is mostly attributed to overall decrease in demand for vodka.

We calculate the average store dummy variable by store type. For discount store
it is 13.16, for small stores it is 2.19, for middle stores it is 1.12, for large it is 2.75.
The average estimate of cost falls with the store size from discount to middle, but
then for large stores it is greater than even for the small ones. It may be due to the
constraints on the available varieties to the chain as a whole and the fact that large
stores have larger market size. It may be that managers at the middle size stores and
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Table 2: Results of estimating cost of keeping model in equation 14. Week and store
dummies are included, but not reported

Variable ML

Standard deviation of cost 9.3154
(0.1167)

Stock, 1000 bottles 10.0503
(0.0422)

Coefficient on stock is positive indicating that the more stocked a store is the more costly it is to
have additional SKU on shelves. Average dummy variable for discount store is 13.16, mean for
Small stores is 2.19, for middle stores is 1.12, for large 2.75. Stock is measured in 1000 bottles.

the large stores use all the available variety and manager at large store physically
cannot offer more variety because there is no more products. But large store has
more customers and the only way the model can rationalize the same varieties is by
estimating the average cost to offer products at large store to be high.

6 Welfare comparison
In this section we are calculating the first best variety in each market assuming

that the social planner has to take prices and costs as given. This is the same
assumption on social welfare calculation as in Berry and Waldfogel (1996).

Given the assumption that consumers have utility 5 and the symmetry assump-
tion that all SKUs have the same δ, single consumer’s welfare is

W = log

(
(1− σ) ·N · exp

(
δ

1− σ

))
= (15)

log(N) + log ((1− σ) · exp(δ/(1− σ)))

Social welfare is a sum of all consumers’ welfare and store’s profit less fixed cost
of supplying given variety. We need to convert welfare to money metric by dividing
by α.

Mst ·
[
Sin(N) · (p̄− w̄) +

1

α
(log(N) + log ((1− σ) · exp(δ/(1− σ))))

]
−N · cst

(16)

Then Optimal variety given functional form for Sin is

N∗ =
Mst

α · c
·
{

1 +
α(1− σ) · Sin(p̄− w̄)

1 +N1−σ exp(δ)

}
= N obs +

Mst

α · c
(17)
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Figure 7: Predicted means of cost distribution specified in 11. One observation is
mean of the cost distribution at one particular week at one store. The histogram
plots density of those observations
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Figure 8: Estimated δt dummies from equation 11
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Where N obs is the observed variety that maximized manager’s utility. Thus we
have got a result that the manager would always under-supply variety. Note that
at the manager’s chosen variety the additional SKU brings as much profit as it
costs to manager. However, due to the specification of the consumers’ utility their
expected surplus depends logarithmically on the number of products they are offered.
Thus, if we take into account the consumers’ welfare, there is another Mst

αN
additional

social surplus of adding one more variety and it dies out very slowly given the large
market size of typically several thousand people. Thus under-provision of varieties is
expected to be large. We draw the distribution of the difference between the optimal
number of products offered and the observed one in figure 6. A typical variety at the
store is in the range of 50-100 different SKUs, so, manager heavily under-provides
variety.

To assess the quantitative welfare damage done by this mis-provision we calculate
the welfare at optimum and compare it to the current welfare. We find that the
current average social welfare is equivalent to 3.05 mln rubles per week per store,
which in 2009 was equivalent to 120 000 US dollars. Optimal welfare on the other
hand is on average 4.81 mln rubles or 35 percent of total welfare is lost due to
manager maximizing his own profit instead of social welfare. That is a little lower
than in Berry and Waldfogel (1996), where they find that the total loss is 45 percent
due to free entry.

There are important caveats to this result. First, it heavily relies on symmetry
assumption to back out cost of offering variety. It helps to have counter-factual
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profits of manager in closed form right after estimating the demand model. This is a
standard assumption see for example Berry and Waldfogel (1996), Berry et al. (2015)
relaxed symmetry slightly imposing it only for products within one nest. However,
it misses the important heterogeneity between products. It may be that there is a
product that is highly valuable by consumers, but its price margin is small so, it
brings tight margin to manager and it does not get offered whereas another product
that is of less value to consumers but brings thick margin to the manager and is
offered. That is a limitation of symmetric model. Second, estimates of the fixed cost
are small here due to the monopolistic variety setting assumption. The thing is that
monopolist is able to internalize the market stealing effect and the additional benefit
that he gets from introducing one more product is small. Thus, my estimates of
fixed cost that by construction rationalize the observed variety via marginal product
consideration are also small.

Another implication of symmetry and the logit demand structure is the con-
sumers’ welfare increasing logarithmically with the number of products. By adding
more products we are bringing value to consumers through logit demand shock with
infinite support no matter how close a substitutes the products are. The combination
of the large number of consumers and the small fixed cost estimates result in unre-
alistically large optimal variety estimates that are beyond any conceivable variety at
the store. To understand a scale of the impact of this assumption on the estimate of
the welfare a demand model without embedded love for variety may be useful.

7 Conclusion
This paper contributes to the literature on efficiency of a variety provision under

monopoly. We observe firm’s retail and wholesale prices what allows me to treat the
profit of a monopolist as the data eliminating the need to back it out indirectly. We
use a rather strict assumptions on the demand and cost side heterogeneity to back
out the distribution of fixed cost of keeping SKUs in stock. We find that the fixed
costs did not systematically increase over time and conclude that the decrease of
variety supplied at the stores over the sample period is due to the decreased demand
compared to the beginning of the period.

We estimate the optimal variety that would maximize social welfare at every
market and find that the managers of the stores substantially under-supply variety.
We find that despite the substantial mis-provision of variety the welfare cost of it is
modest 35 percent of maximal achievable welfare.

We believe that these results are in great part driven by the functional form
of the demand that admits only horizontal differentiation which puts restrictions
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on substitution and welfare from the new products as described in Berry and Pakes
(2007). We believe that a more comprehensive model of demand is needed to address
this problem. Allowing vertical differentiation would complicate the cost estimation
as we will need to estimate cost by each SKU via counter-factual demand simulation
in the same way it was done in Fan and Yang (2014), but it is worth doing since
there is clearly a lot of vertical differentiation in vodka segment. We also think that
it is worth comparing the welfare implications of model with taste for products which
is logit model used in this paper to the model without tastes for products because
Song (2007) showed how the logit shock can overstate the welfare gain from a new
product.
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